
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Progression to A Level Photography at Prior Pursglove College  

 
The Photography course begins with an exploration of 'Viewpoint and Composition'. Future Photographers 
can research the term 'Composition' and use the attached PowerPoint to support your findings but please 
note that it will also be covered in the class room. Exploring it will just give you an insight into how we start 
to view the world as Visual Artists!! 

Websites that you can look at include: 

Lensculture. A vast resource of contemporary and traditional photographers portfolios:  

www.lensculture.com; here, there are various resources to investigate, within the 'Resources' tab on the 
Home page. 

For insight into Contemporary Photography, which can be used to develop interest in various genres 
and/or experimental techniques and processes, you can explore; 

 

Pinterest: 

www.pinterest.co.uk/search/pins/?q=photography&rs=typed 

  

Student Art Guide: 

www.studentartguide.com/articles/photography 

 

Photography: tips, ideas and inspiration 
for high school students 
Want to know which popular cameras are best for use in 
a high school Photography class? Read articles about 
traditional and digital photography, learning 
photography basics and advanced techniques from 
experienced teachers and high achieving Art students. 

www.studentartguide.com 
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Practical Tasks 

 

If you have access to a Smartphone/Android phone with a camera, you can attempt the following tasks, 
which will test and develop natural skills of composition and creative vision using Photography. 

 

Task 1 

Twenty Four in One - pick a spot somewhere in your house/garden and draw an imaginary boundary 
around yourself. You must then, without leaving the boundary, take 24 unique and interesting images (no 
two pictures should be the same and they should be pictures that you like to look at).  

Note that although you should not leave the boundary, you can move within the boundary i.e. crouching 
down, turning round, looking directly up and/or down to give yourself strange perspectives of everyday 
objects. 

This initially sounds quite easy but when you are at around 14 pictures and you have exhausted 'usual' 
viewpoints, you have to start being a little more creative!! 

**Hint** - you might want to start tilting the camera or moving your body around to different positions. 

 

Task 2 

Photo-a-day Diary - challenge yourself to take one photo every day the country is in lock down. This can be 
a photo taken at any point of the day and should document something that you are doing during the day. It 
does not need to be a selfie, it might not have anyone in it!! It might be of where you are 
(bedroom/garden/kitchen), what you are doing (Cooking/reading/talking/exercising) or something you are 
using at that particular moment (tool/utensil/ toothbrush/computer) 

You might be preparing or eating your dinner, reading a book, talking to a relative in lock down with you, 
baking, gardening, playing a game, on your daily exercise, etc.. or you may be at school as your parent is a 
key worker. What does school look like with less people there? You may have to shop for someone 
vulnerable like a grandparent, how do you communicate, and could you document that in a photo??? 

 

Whatever it is, when you complete the task (when lock down is over, or you may continue until you start 
college in September!!) you will have a visual narrative/diary of what you did throughout a huge moment 
in history and how you kept yourself busy or who with. 

 

 

 



Photo Composition



Rules of Composition
In photography, it’s not just what you shoot that counts –

the way that you shoot it is crucial, too. Poor photo
composition can make a fantastic subject dull, but a well-
set scene can create a wonderful image from the most
ordinary of situations



Photo composition doesn’t have to be complicated. There
are all sorts of theories about the ‘Rule of Thirds’ and more
complex ‘Golden Mean’, for example. But if you pay too
much attention to strict formulae, your photos will lose any
kind of spontaneity.

In the real world, you’ll be working with a wide range of
subjects and scenes, and this requires a more open-minded
approach. What works for one photo won’t necessarily work
for another.



Simplify 



When you look at a scene with your
naked eye, your brain quickly picks out
subjects of interest. But the camera
doesn’t discriminate – it captures
everything in front of it, which can lead
to a cluttered, messy picture with no
clear focal point.

What you need to do is choose your
subject, then select a focal length or
camera viewpoint that makes it the
centre of attention in the frame. You
can’t always keep other objects out of
the picture, so try to keep them in the
background or make them part of the
story.

Silhouettes, textures and patterns are all
devices that work quite well in simple
compositions



Filling the frame



When you’re shooting a large-
scale scene it can be hard to
know how big your subject
should be in the frame, and how
much you should zoom in by. In
fact, leaving too much empty
space in a scene is the most
widespread compositional
mistake. It makes your subject
smaller than it needs to be and
can also leave viewers confused
about what they’re supposed to
be looking at.



Aspect ratio



It’s easy to get stuck in a rut
and take every picture with
the camera held horizontally.
Try turning it to get a vertical
shot instead, adjusting your
position or the zoom setting as
you experiment with the new
style. You can often improve
on both horizontal and vertical
shots by cropping the photo
later.

Try cropping.



Leading lines



A poorly composed photograph will
leave your viewers unsure about where
to look, and their attention might drift
aimlessly around the scene without
finding a clear focal point. However, you
can use lines to control the way people’s
eyes move around the picture.

Converging lines give a strong sense of
perspective and three-dimensional
depth, drawing you into an image.
Curved lines can lead you on a journey
around the frame, leading you towards
the main subject.

Lines exist everywhere, in the form of
walls, fences, roads, buildings and
telephone wires. They can also be
implied, perhaps by the direction in
which an off-centre subject is looking



Diagonals



Horizontal lines lend a static, calm feel to
a picture, while vertical ones often
suggest permanence and stability. To
introduce a feeling of drama, movement
or uncertainty, look for diagonal lines
instead.

You can need nothing more than a shift in
position or focal length to get them –
wider angles of view tend to introduce
diagonal lines because of the increased
perspective; with wide-angle lenses you’re
more likely to tilt the camera up or down
to get more of a scene in.

You can also introduce diagonal lines
artificially, using the ‘Dutch Tilt’
technique. You simply tilt the camera as
you take the shot. This can be very
effective, though it doesn’t suit every shot
and is best used sparingly



Space



Even though photographs themselves are
static, they can still convey a strong sense
of movement. When we look at pictures,
we see what’s happening and tend to look
ahead – this creates a feeling of imbalance
or unease if your subject has nowhere to
move except out of the frame.

You don’t just get this effect with moving
subjects, either. For example, when you
look at a portrait you tend to follow
someone’s gaze, and they need an area to
look into.

For both types of shot, then, there should
always be a little more space ahead of the
subject than behind it



Backgrounds



Don’t just concentrate on your
subject – look at what’s happening
in the background, too. This ties in
with simplifying the scene and
filling the frame. You can’t usually
exclude the background
completely, of course, but you can
control it.

You’ll often find that changing your
position is enough to replace a
cluttered background with one that
complements your subject nicely.
Or you can use a wide lens
aperture to throw the background
out of focus (depth of field).

It all depends on whether the
background is part of the story
you’re trying to tell with the photo.



Colour



Bright primary colours really
attract the eye, especially when
they’re contrasted with a
complementary hue. But there
are other ways of creating colour
contrasts – by including a bright
splash of colour against a
monochromatic background, for
example. You don’t need strong
colour contrasts to create
striking pictures though.

Scenes consisting almost entirely
of a single hue can be very
effective. And those with a
limited palette of harmonious
shades, such as softly lit
landscapes, often make great
pictures.



The Middle



When you’re just starting out,
it’s tempting to put whatever
you’re shooting right in the
centre of the frame. However,
this produces rather static,
boring pictures. One of the ways
to counteract this is to use the
Rule of Thirds, where you split
the image up into thirds, both
horizontally and vertically, and
try to place your subject on one
of these imaginary lines or
intersections.



Rule of thirds



The rule states that an image
should be imagined as divided into
nine equal parts by two equally-
spaced horizontal lines and two
equally-spaced vertical lines, and
that important compositional
elements should be placed along
these lines or their intersections

It has been noted in studies that
the point of intersection for these
thirds is typically the first place the
eye travels when viewing an image.
So separating the image into thirds
creates a natural compositional
element



The Hay Wain



Mona Lisa



How it applies to photographs



























Doing it by accident doesn’t count, though! It’s when you understand the rules of
composition and then break them on purpose that things start to get interesting.
It’s often best to break one rule at time.

Just remember: for every rule we suggest, somewhere out there is a great picture
that proves you can disregard it and still produce a fantastic image!
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